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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce our Tokyo
Metropolitan University Feedback Comment
Generation system submitted to the feedback
comment generation task for INLG 2023 Gen-
eration Challenge. In this task, a source sen-
tence and offset range of preposition uses are
given as the input. Then, a system gener-
ates hints or explanatory notes about prepo-
sition uses as the output. To tackle this genera-
tion task, we finetuned pretrained sequence-to-
sequence language models. The models using
BART and T5 showed significant improvement
in BLEU score, demonstrating the effective-
ness of the pretrained sequence-to-sequence
language models in this task. We found that
using part-of-speech tag information as an aux-
iliary input improves the generation quality of
feedback comments. Furthermore, we adopt a
simple postprocessing method that can enhance
the reliability of the generation. As a result, our
system achieved the F1 score of 47.4 points
in BLEU-based evaluation and 60.9 points in
manual evaluation, which ranked second and
third on the leaderboard. 1.

1 Introduction

This paper describes our submission to the feed-
back comment generation task for INLG 2023 Gen-
eration Challenge (Nagata et al., 2021). Feedback
comment generation is a task of automatically gen-
erating hints or explanatory notes about errors for
the purpose of helping the language learner im-
prove their writing skills (Nagata, 2019). In this
task, the target of the feedback comment genera-
tion is limited to preposition uses, such as missing
prepositions, to-infinitives, and deverbal preposi-
tions. Table 1 shows the overview of this task.

In the previous study (Hanawa et al., 2021),
Pointer Generator Network (See et al., 2017) was
used as a sequence-to-sequence method and found

1Our source code is available at https://github.com/
NOIRUED/T5_FCG.git

Input� �
Source sentence: I can not agree you in this
case.
Offeset Ranges: 9:18� �
Output� �
Since the <verb> «agree» is an <intransitive
verb>, a <preposition> needs to precede the
<object>. Look up the <verb> «agree» in the
dictionary to find the appropriate <preposi-
tion>.� �

Figure 1: Overview of the feedback comment generation
task.

to be effective in a setting with few variations
of feedback comments such as preposition uses.
While this study shows the effectiveness of non-
pretrained sequence-to-sequence models such as
Pointer Generator Network, no experiments using
pretrained language models have been conducted.
Since pretrained sequence-to-sequence language
models, such as T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), show
significant performance in the generation task, it
is conceivable that using pretrained sequence-to-
sequence language models improves the generation
quality.

In this paper, we examined the performance of
pretrained sequence-to-sequence language models
in the feedback comment generation task. We em-
ploy BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raffel
et al., 2020) as the pretrained sequence-to-sequence
language models. Both models have improved
the generation quality compared with the non-
pretrained sequence-to-sequence model. Also, we
confirmed that using part-of-speech (POS) tags as
an auxiliary input improves the generation quality
of feedback comments in the T5 model. Further-
more, we adopted a simple postprocessing method

https://github.com/NOIRUED/T5_FCG.git
https://github.com/NOIRUED/T5_FCG.git
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Our government even restricted
for no selling cigarette to all

under 18 youngsters . [\t] 31:34

Generate a feedback comment: I
can not [BOE]agree you[EOE] in

this case . </s> 
POS_information: PRP VB RB
[BOE]VB PRP[EOE] IN DT NN .

T5
As the <verb> <<limit>> is a <transitive
verb>, the <object> does not need to

be preceded by a <preposition>.

Is <<limit>>  
or its inflections included in the

input sentence? 

Substitute
<<limit>> with
<<restrict>>

Are there any  
synonyms within the input

sentence? 

<NO_COMMENT>

OutputInput

As the <verb> <<restrict>> is a
<transitive verb>, the <object> does not
need to be preceded by a <preposition>.

False

True

False

True

Figure 2: Overview of our method.

to enhance the reliability of the generation. By us-
ing this model and methods, we achieved the F1
score of 47.4 points in the BLEU-based evaluation
and 60.9 points in the manual evaluation.

2 Feedback Comment Generation Task

2.1 Task Description

The task focuses on the feedback comment gener-
ation targeted on preposition uses. As the input,
the source sentence and the offset ranges indicating
where to comment is given. From the input, a sys-
tem is required to generate an appropriate feedback
comment or the special token <NO_COMMENT>
indicating that the system cannot generate any reli-
able feedback comment.

2.2 Evaluation

The performance of the system is evaluated auto-
matically and manually. As an automatic evalua-
tion, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) score is calcu-
lated between the system output and the reference
using SacreBLEU (Post, 2018). A manual eval-
uation is done by the shared task organizers on
the final submission. Both evaluations are mea-
sured by recall, precision, and F1. System outputs
with <NO_COMMENT> are excluded from both the nu-
merator and the denominator of precision and the
numerator of recall.

2.3 Official Baseline System

The official baseline system is Pointer Generator
Network model (See et al., 2017) implemented
based on fairseq (Ott et al., 2019). It is a sequence-
to-sequence neural network with attention and copy
mechanisms. We refer to this model as a non-
pretrained sequence-to-sequence model and com-
pare it with pretrained sequence-to-sequence mod-
els.

3 Our Method

We frame the feedback comment generation task
as a sequence-to-sequence generation task. We
finetuned the pretrained sequence-to-sequence lan-
guage models with the official distributed datasets.
Since it is difficult for the models to learn the mean-
ing of the offset ranges, instead of using offset as it
is, we inserted the special tokens [BOE] and [EOE]
in the position of offset ranges. Figure 2 shows the
overview of our proposed method.

3.1 Auxiliary Input

As shown in Figure 2, there are cases that POS
information is needed in the output. However, the
input sequence does not contain such information,
which might lead a system to generate a feedback
comment with wrong POS information.
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Train Dev Test

Official Datasets 4,868 170 215

Table 1: Number of data instances used in the experi-
ment.

To address this problem, we used POS tag in-
formation as an auxiliary input in the T5 model.
We used Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (Bird
et al., 2009) to obtain POS tags of the source sen-
tence. Using the obtained POS tags, we concate-
nated them with the source sentence as follows:

[Source sentence] <\s> POS: [POS tags]
where <\s> is special token in T5. This method
(we will refer to as POSTAG hereafter) allows the T5
model to learn the POS information of the source
sentence, which makes better auxiliary inputs.

3.2 Postprocessing

In this task, the quotations from the source sentence
should be bracketed using double-angle brackets.
Conversely, if the double-angle bracketed words
are not present in the source text, the feedback com-
ment is considered unreliable. However, there are
cases where the T5 model quotes the words that
do not exist in the source sentence. To overcome
this problem, we adopted a simple postprocessing
method (we will refer to it as EDIT hereafter). In
this postprocessing method, if the double-bracketed
words do not exist in the source sentence, it finds
the 10-best synonyms using FastText (Bojanowski
et al., 2017). If any of the 10-best synonyms are
included in the text, the system replaces the brack-
eted word with the synonym. Conversely, if none
of the 10-best synonyms are included in the text, it
changes the outputs to <NO_COMMENT>.

4 Experimental Settings

4.1 Dataset

In this paper, we only used the official datasets dis-
tributed in the shared task. Since there are some
typographical errors and orthographic variants in
the datasets, we preprocessed the datasets to cor-
rect typographical errors and unify orthographic
variants. The number of data instances is shown in
Table 1.

4.2 Model

In this study, we employ BART (Lewis et al.,
2020) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) as the pretrained

System
BLEU

Precision Recall F1

Official Baseline 46.3 46.3 46.3
BART-base 51.9 51.9 51.9
BART-large 51.6 51.6 51.6
T5-base 64.0 64.0 64.0
T5-large 60.4 60.4 60.4

Table 2: Experimental results for each system.

System
BLEU

Precision Recall F1

T5-base 64.0 64.0 64.0
+POSTAG 64.7 64.7 64.7
+EDIT 64.9 64.4 64.6

Table 3: Experimental results for POSTAG and EDIT set-
tings.

sequence-to-sequence language models. We used
the Huggingface Transformer (Wolf et al., 2020) to
implement the models.

BART For the BART-based model, we use the
BART-base 2 and BART-large 3. For fine-tuning,
the models are optimized using AdamW optimizer
with the constant learning rate of 1e-5, the batch
size 16, and trained for 20 epochs.

T5 For the T5-based model, we use the T5-base 4

and T5-large 5. For fine-tuning, the models are op-
timized using AdamW optimizer with a constant
learning rate of 5e-4, a batch size of 16, and trained
for 30 epochs. To specify a task, the prefix “Gener-
ate a feedback comment: ” is added at the begin-
ning of input sequences.

5 Results

5.1 Exeperimental Results

Table 2 shows the experimental results against the
development set. Compared with the official base-
line system, BART and T5 models improved the
BLEU scores, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the pretrained sequence-to-sequence language mod-
els in this task. In our case, the T5-base model

2https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base
3https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large
4https://huggingface.co/t5-base
5https://huggingface.co/t5-large

https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large
https://huggingface.co/t5-base
https://huggingface.co/t5-large
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Source sentence But smoking in the restaurant will cause both the smokers and
surrounding people facing with the those problems more than
public places .

System System Output BLEU

Gold A <verb> part representing the cause of <verb> «cause» takes the
form of a <to-infinitive> rather than the <ing-form>.

100.00

T5-base A <verb> part representing the cause of <verb> «cause» takes the
form of a <to-infinitive> rather than the <base form>.

89.53

POSTAG A <verb> part representing the cause of <verb> «cause» takes the
form of a <to-infinitive> rather than the <ing-form>.

100.00

Table 4: Example of the result in POSTAG setting. The underline indicates the offset ranges.

Source sentence With the development of society , we , college students , should
do more to adjust it .

System System Output BLEU

Gold As the <verb> «adjust» is an <intransitive verb> when used to
express “to adapt to something” , [...]

100.00

POSTAG The <verb> «adapt» does not take an <indirect object> to indicate
what one adjusts to. Use the <verb> «adapt» as an <intransitive
verb> with a <preposition>. [...]

37.72

EDIT The <verb> «adjust» does not take an <indirect object> to indicate
what one adjusts to. Use the <verb> «adjust» as an <intransitive
verb> with a <preposition>. [...]

44.97

Table 5: Example of the result in EDIT setting. The underline indicates the offset ranges.

performed best in this task. We expected large-
sized models to perform better than the base-sized
models, but contrary to our expectations, the base-
sized models outperformed the large-sized models.
We consider this odd finding comes from a lack of
sufficient parallel data or unreliableness of BLEU
scores in the feedback comment generation task.
We leave for future work a more detailed examina-
tion of these model differences.

Table 3 shows the experimental results in the
POSTAG and EDIT settings. Compared with the T5-
base model, POSTAG setting improved the score by
0.7 points. The improvements of the BLEU score
are relatively small because the superficial differ-
ences in the generated outputs were small. Table 4
shows the example that the model has successfully
used POS tag information. From the table, we can
confirm that POSTAG setting generated feedback
comments with correct POS information, but the
BLEU score only improved by 10.5 points. These
results indicate that using POS tag information as
an auxiliary input does not improve the overall

BLEU score, but is effective in this task to generate
reliable feedback comments.

Compared with the POSTAG setting, EDIT setting
improved the precision, but lowered recall and F1
score. Although, the EDIT setting does not improve
the BLEU score, it actually enhances the reliabil-
ity of the feedback comments. Table 5 shows the
example that had successfully edited an unreliable
feedback comment into a reliable feedback com-
ment. These results show that our postprocessing
method is effective to enhance the reliability of the
generation.

5.2 Official Results

From the experimental results, we submitted the
T5-base with POSTAG and EDIT as our final submis-
sion to the shared task. As shown in Table 6, our
system obtained a BLEU score of 47.4 and a man-
ual evaluation score of 60.9, which ranked second
and third on the leaderboard.
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System
BLEU Manual Evaluation

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Official Baseline 33.4 33.4 33.4 31.2 31.2 31.2
Our System 47.7 47.1 47.4 61.3 60.5 60.9

Table 6: Official results.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we described our submission to the
feedback comment generation task for INLG 2023
Generation Challenge. The result of the experi-
ments showed that using pretrained sequence-to-
sequence language models is effective in the feed-
back comment generation for preposition uses. Fur-
thermore, we found that using POS tags as an auxil-
iary input improves the generation quality, and con-
firmed that our postprocessing method enhances
the quality of the feedback comments by editing un-
reliable feedback comments into reliable feedback
comments. Future work will explore additional
postprocessing methods that can better identify and
appropriately edit unreliable feedback comments.
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